CHIP

ValetPro 3.0
for Valet and SelfParking

CONTROL YOUR
MANAGEMENT
PROCESS AND
ELIMINATE ABUSE

We, at CHIP, understand our customers’ demands for a risk-free investment and a wise system that will serve them
with exceptional performance now and well into the future.
With ValetPro the return on investment is guaranteed and most of all the satisfaction of the clients and the possibility to centrally manage multiple sites will help you expand your business and
increase your profitability.

MINIMUM SYSTEM
REQUIREMENTS
POS Station: Touch Screen Terminal with Barcode
Reader, Cash Drawer located at the podium.
Key-Rack Station: same configuration as the POS to be
located next to the key (which could be combined
with the POS in one).
Tickets: 3 Bar-coded Stubs or thermal rolls for real time
tickets issuing with portable wireless printers.

BENEFITS

Monitor and Control Valet Parking processes ensuring
higher efficiency at work.
Locate cars faster and keep track of queuing status.
Determine the efficiency of your valet parkers at work
and distribute bonuses accordingly.
Assign resources more effectively according to peak
and low traffic.
Significantly cut down on data entry in accounting
books.
Do away with thousands of stubs for verification
purposes.
Identify and eliminate abuse by valet parkers.
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MANAGE MULTIPLE
POINTS-OF-SALES
ValetPro 3.0 can manage multiple Points-of-Sales terminals (located at the drop-off zone or inside the building) and multiple fixed or handheld Key-Rack terminals
(located next to the keys in the parking).

off zone when its turn comes; while at the same time,
the car owner can follow up the retrieval process on
a “Vehicle Arrival Display” making his waiting more
pleasant.

The system mainly traces the cars displacements using
3-stubs pre-printed barcode tickets or thermal tickets
printed on the spot as well as member keycards and
Valet Drivers ID badges:
At the pick-up time, the car owner is given one stub
that he will use later to ask for his car back.
At the Key-rack, the car keys are hanged after having scanned the second stub and entered in the system the vehicle details along with the space location
where it was parked and who parked it with simple
touch.
At the recall time, the ticket is scanned at the POS
which automatically puts the requested car in the
queue at the Key-Rack, so that it is driven to the dropPOS Screen

ADDITIONAL
MODULES
Satellite Barcode scanners and Kiosk
terminals to allow guests to recall their cars
from distance locations in the premises
before reaching the drop zone.
Space Allocation Display to indicate to the driver the
closest available space to park at, with optional touch
screen terminal to enter vehicle details at the parking
entrance.
Multiple Snap shots of cars with AR Hungary (ANPR)
number plate recognition to help find cars with lost
tickets and reduce false damage claims.
Stacking Management to increase the capacity of the
parking space, with additional services management
for long term parkers.

Management of additional services including tasks
scheduling and alerts based on preset vehicle recall
time, as well as space reservation.
Integration with ParkPro (CHIP’s PMS) or Hotel Property
Management System or the Self-Parking Management
systems to provide one POS for both Self and Valet
Parking.

THE BASIC MODULE FEATURES
INCLUDE
ValetPro 3.0 is designed and developed by CHIP based
on years of expertise and customer feedback in the
parking management market.
One of its attributes is that it can be tailored to the
needs of the operator and can interface with any
open architecture parking management systems or
any other accounting application or hotel (PMS) roperty Management Systems to post transaction reports,
receive lists of expected on-account guests.
Moreover, it can export to excel in order to edit tatistical reports on the operation’s efficiency.
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THE BASIC MODULE
FEATURES INCLUDE
Secured network communication between the various
elements of the system: POS, HH & Key-Rack terminals
and the server.

Full monitoring of the parking occupancy with the possibility of assigning spaces to members of groups or
families.

Password protected screens, with full trace of all the
transactions and manipulations during every shift with
direct link to the operator.

Full control on the drivers, eliminating any risk of unregistered service or abuse, especially when the parking
access is controlled.

Complete log of the drivers attendance and activity,
with full details on the trips they have made and the
cars they have driven.

Fast allocation of parked cars even if tickets are lost via
a powerful search engine, with automatic free space
allocation option.

Flexible rates that can be tailored to meet any time or
count criteria, with seasonal passes, membership discounts or vouchers.

Detailed reports on the daily transactions and the drivers’ performance filtered and sorted upon request.

VIP and personalized treatment with priority recalls, especially when the car data recorded is attributed to
regular patrons.

Highly intuitive set-up wizard that will get you up and
running in no time, with on-line help and remote assistance.

Managing a valet parking can be a simple task but can also hold several loose ends: management is never sure if all the parked cars were
accounted for, if the resources are being properly used, when the
parking space is full, if the cars are being returned in the proper order,
and most of all if the whole process can be done more efficiently.

ValetPro 3.0 is a modular and powerful tool that not only answers all
these questions but also offers new possibilities that were not offered
in previous versions like the VP-HHP and the VP-HKP modules that simulate the POS and KPOS on handheld devices which allows the operator to be close to his cars, to issue tickets using a portable printer,
charge their stay or even enter the cars details and search for a lost
ticket or even control the barrier manually in case there is one… and
much more where it also works for self-parking facilities as well.
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A COST EFFICIENT SOLUTION
THAT AUTOMATES ALL OF YOUR
VALET PARKING OPERATION
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